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In this work, additional relatively weak longitudinal pumping was used to improve the beam
quality of a transversally diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Transversal pumping was achieved by focusing 90 W
of 809 nm diode laser radiation of 8 diode laser bars into the laser rod with two stacked BK7
parabolic reflectors [I]. For longitudinal pumping, the radiation of a fiber-coupled laser diode
with 2 5 W output power was imaged with an 5-mm objective onto the end surface of the laser
rod.
Fig. 2 shows the increase in brightness as a function of the resonator length. The distance d
between the Nd:YAG rod and the imaging objective of the longitudinal, pumping system was
optimized for maximum brightness for each resonator length L. While the brightness
improvement was significant for all resonator lengths, the maximum increase was observed at
longer resonators approaching the stability limit (240 % at L = 760 nun).
Two effects account for the enhanced brightness of the present configuration: Additional
longitudinal pumping reduces the inhomogeneity in pump-light intensity in the core of the rod
caused by the double-lobed emission profile of the diode lasers [2]. Furthermore, longitudinal
pumping reduces the focal length of the thermal lens From about 1400 mm to 1000 mm which in
turn leads to a larger beam radius and fewer higher-order modes.
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Fig. 1: Experimentalpumping setup
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is. 2: Brigh(ness and brightness increase for different resonator
lengths
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